Little Santa
Jon Agee
£12.99 HB

Jon Agee is the author/illustrator of many acclaimed books for
children including It’s Only Stanley, The Wall in the Middle of the
Book, Life on Mars, Lion Lessons and The Incredible Painting of Felix
Clousseau. He lives in San Francisco with his wife Audrey.

‘Make it a tradition!’ - Booklist
Get in the festive spirit with an independently-run event for Little Santa!
Suggested group size: 30 max
Age: 5+ | Suggested duration: 40 minutes (20 minutes without activity)
Equipment needed: Screen to play video (optional), printed activity sheets, plain paper,
pens and colouring pencils (optional)
This event can be adapted depending on space and resource available. Simply hand out our
activity kit at the end, rather than completing the sleigh-designing in store/school/library.
1.

Begin with an introduction and a reading of Little Santa! This can either be done
by a staff member, or use pre-recorded video from Jon Agee [Allow 10-15 minutes]

2.

In Little Santa the elves build Santa a sleigh so that he can get back
home to his family. Ask the children if they want to help design
their own dream sleigh? What would they include?
Hand out blank pieces of paper, pencils and
colouring pencils for the children to design their own
sleigh! [Allow 10-20 minutes]

3.

For anyone who finishes early, encourage them to
start writing their letter to Santa!

4.

At the end, hand out the Little Santa activity kit for
children to take away and complete at home!

Resources available:
●
●
●

Video of Jon Agee introducing the book and reading Little Santa
Activity sheets (including a maze and wordsearch)
Little Santa Christmas Card templates - for use during events, or to give away to
customers who buy a copy of the book

For an event kit including all the above, please contact
publisher@scallywagpress.com

